Why Join PGA?

PGA Members are current legislators from countries where the parliament has true legitimacy and authority, it is undergoing a transition to democracy or from countries in which lawmakers are struggling to promote democratic principles and restore the constitutional order.

---

**Hon. Syed Naveed Qamar, MP (Pakistan), PGA President**

**WORKING TOGETHER THROUGH PGA TO TACKLE GLOBAL CHALLENGES**

---

**Ms. Petra Bayr, MP (Austria), PGA Treasurer**

**JOINING PGA BRINGS YOU TO NEW HORIZONS**

---

**Hon. Valerie Woods, MP (Speaker of the National Assembly of Belize)**

**I AM A BETTER PARLIAMENTARIAN THANKS TO PGA**

---

**Dep. Béatrice Epaye (République centrafricaine)**

**LES CAMPAGNES PROMUES PAR PGA SONT LES MIENNES**

---

**Dip. Jorge Cálix (Honduras)**

**PGA ME HA ENSEÑADO A SER UN MEJOR SER HUMANO**

---

**Ms. Margareta Cederfelt, MP (Sweden)**

**PARLIAMENTARIANS JOIN PGA TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE**

---

**JOIN Parliamentarians for Global Action**

The largest non-governmental, multi-party network of individual legislators in the world, promoting and defending the rule of law, democracy, human security, inclusion, gender equality, and justice, including climate justice.

Access to a global network for collaborative exchanges and impact on crucial global issues.

Expert communication strategies, resources, and technical assistance for legislative effectiveness.

Direct connections with key stakeholders, including UN agencies and civil society leaders.

Participation in PGA events at various levels, including the Annual Forum and thematic workshops worldwide.

---

1,100 Parliamentarians

150 Parliaments Worldwide

10 Programmatic Campaigns

46 Years of Results

---

www.pgaction.org